Hiking ,
Hike from Mittenwald to the Vereiner Alm alpine hut

This hike to the Vereiner Alm alpine hut and to the
Krinner-Kofler-Hütte lodge (self-catering alpine hut)
is a lovely tour through the marvelous natural areas
between the Soiern mountains and the northern
Karwendel range . It is very popular with cyclists
and mountain bikers , as well as hikers . At the
Vereiner Alm , you are rewarded with refreshing
beverage and Bavarian snacks...

tour data
Duration:

03:00 h

Distance:

8,0 km

Altitude:

494 m

Difficulty:

Easy

Highlights of the tour
Vereiner Alm alpine hut amidst unique nature
Refreshing beverages and Bavarian snacks
Children playing along the Seinsbach river
Tour description
This hike to the Vereiner Alm alpine hut and the
Krinner-Kofler-Hütte alpine hut begins at the hiking
parking lot near the base station of the Karwendel
cable car in Mittenwald. From there, the Rain walking
paths lead toward the northern exit of town
(barracks), past the northern hiking parking lot, an
alternative starting point for the hike. The footpath will
take hikers to the Aschauer Alm alpine hut (not open
to the public) in about 30 minutes, as well as to the
forest road which leads to the Vereiner Alm alpine
hut.
Refreshment stops along the way
Vereiner Alm alpine hut
Restaurants in Mittenwald
Trail numbers
200
350
General information about the tour
Alternative routes & other tips
Ambitious hikers have the option of ascending via the
interesting "Jägersteig" climb (265), which is
somewhat more challenging, however. The climb
begins directly behind the Aschauer Alm alpine hut
and leads along the right-hand side of the Seinsbach
river to the Vereiner Alm alpine hut.
Parking options
Hiking parking lot (near Karwendel cable car
base station)
Northern hiking parking lot (free)
Parking lot P1 at the train station in Mittenwald
(free)
Best time of year

elevation

Find all huts and
alpine cabins in
Alpenwelt Karwendel
with current
information

Accessible from May to October
In case of emergencies:
In case of emergency, please inform the closest
rescue coordination center. You can reach this
regardless of your location, and across Germany, at
112.
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